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Burglary
Vehicle

19-33073

N. Ocean Shore BLVD

Assist Other
Agency

19-33003

3345 Old Kings Road
South

Domestic
Disturbance

19-00033008

Point Pleasant Dr.

Domestic
Disturbance

19-00033020

Rockefeller Dr.

Domestic
Disturbance

19-00033039

Point Pleasant

Traffic Stop

19-00033048

Beechwood Lane

Stolen Vehicle

19-33034

Water Oak Blvd.

Female called when she saw a thin tall male dressed in black rifling through her
unlocked car at 3:00 am. Units responded and searched the surrounding area for
the male, who reportedly fled on foot.
Deputies responded to the pool of the Bulow Resort and Campground in reference
to an emergency medical call. A female was swimming in the pool with friends
when they noticed she was not responding to them while floating on her back.
Rescue arrived, took over CPR and transported her to Advent Health. At the
hospital, the female began to have a steady pulse, but remained unresponsive. ISD
responded and took over the investigation.
Units responded to the residence in reference to a verbal argument between
mother and daughter. Upon investigation, there were no signs of a physical
altercation or credible threats. Parties agreed to separate for the evening.
Verbal argument between husband, O1, and wife, O2. Upon investigation and
speaking with an independent witness, juvenile son, there was not a physical
altercation and the two subjects were only verbally arguing. Parties agreed to
separate for the evening.
RP called and advising an ex girlfriend showed up to his house tonight and barged
into his house. Female was trespassed from the residence and escorted from the
property.
FCSO initiated a traffic stop on a black 2019 Toyota 4Runner, bearing Florida
license plate 4519XB. The vehicle immediately parked in the driveway of the
above address and the driver fled on foot. The driver was described as an
unidentified black male, wearing a black shirt, black shorts, and red slides. Front
passenger, O1, was cooperative and remained on scene. Registered owner was
unable to respond to the scene due to being under the influence; vehicle removed
by rotation (Saxon’s Towing).
V1 reported her gold 2001 Chrysler Concord bearing FL tag Y69AHY stolen when
she discovered it missing from her driveway. The vehicle was entered stolen in
NCIC.
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